DIVING | OCEAN SAFARI | PADI FREEDIVING
COMPLEMENTARY YOGA & SPA SERVICES

MORRUNGULO ADDON PACKAGE
minimum 2 x nights & 4 x divers

PACKAGE OVERVIEW
ACCOMMODATION

2 Nights at Casa JVC Morrungulo Beach

FOOD

Full board
3 meals per day during Morrungulo stay excludes drinks

DIVING

6 x dives
includes cylinders and weights, excludes equipment, far reef
charges & government tax

TRANSPORT

Transfer from Tofo Beach to Morrungulo

PRICING
$550 per person

Base price [2 nights accommodation & meals + 6 dives]

$330 per person

Non diver supplement

$220 per person

Additional night + meals + 2 x dives
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INCLUDED EXTRAS
FREE NITROX

if certified

DRINKS AND SNACKS

Light snacks, coffee & water - on boat
Filter coffee, tea, water & popcorn - in diving centre

GYM

Onsite gym available

EXCLUDED EXTRAS
FOOD AND DRINK

Drinks, lunch & evening meals for Tofo Beach stay
Drinks for the Morrungulo stay

OTHER

Diving or snorkelling equipment – see price list

ADD ONS
SCUBA REVIEW POOL ONLY

$50

DEEP ADVENTURE DIVE

$60

NITROX COURSE

$197

EXTRA DIVES

$35

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

See pricing list

POSSIBLE EXTRAS
YOGA

BIKE RENTAL

FREEDIVING

ROCK POOL SNORKELLING

DOLPHIN SNORKELLING
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ACCOMMODATION OVERVIEW
CASA JVC
[Morrungulo Beach]

Casa JVC is a modern, spacious, fully
equipped guesthouse that overlooks the
wild untouched coastline of Morrungulo.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner prepared by
your own chef. Drinks are excluded, there
is a very well stocked honesty bar.
Includes air conditioning, ensuite
bathroom, WiFi, DSTV, full honesty bar,
swimming pool, lounge and full kitchen.

VERY IMPORTANT : PLEASE SEE AGENT CONSIDERATIONS AND PRICING DOWNLOADS FROM THE
BELOW LINK
https://www.peri-peridivers.com/the-hottest-in-mozambique-usd/
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PACKAGE ITINERARY
DAY 1
04:00

Early wake up & head to Morrungulo

07:00

Arrival for breakfast provided at guesthouse

08:30 - 13:30

2 x Scuba dive (double tank) & Ocean safari during surface interval

13:30 - 14:30

Debriefing – coffee & tea

14:30 - 15:30

Lunch provided at guesthouse

15:30 - 19:00

Free time – possible activities

19:00

Evening meal provided at guesthouse

DAY 2
07:00 - 08:00

Breakfast provided at guesthouse

08:30 - 13:00

2 x Scuba dive (double tank) & Ocean safari during surface interval

13:30 - 14:30

Debriefing – coffee & tea

14:30 - 15:30

Lunch provided at guesthouse

15:30 - 19:00

Free time – possible activities

19:00

Evening meal provided at guesthouse

DAY 3
07:00 - 08:00

Breakfast provided at guesthouse

08:30 - 13:00

2 x Scuba dive (double tank) & Ocean safari during surface interval

13:30 - 14:30

Debriefing – coffee & tea

14:30 - 15:30

Lunch provided at guesthouse

15:30

Leave from Morrungulo

18:00

Arrive in Tofo
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CONDITIONS OF PACKAGES:
Weather conditions here in Mozambique can sometimes be unpredictable, so there may be
cancellations of freediving safaris. It’s with this in mind that freediving safaris CAN be exchanged for
scuba diving should the conditions and group qualifications permit.
Packages are excluding equipment, which includes cylinders and weights. If equipment is needed
we have the latest Scubapro equipment available for rent (see download for pricing and
information), which would be payable at the diving centre on completion of your trip. Each boat
launch, where two activities are being completed, a DELICIOUS sandwich, lollipops, bananas,
biscuits, Water, tea and coffee are provided. There is water provided as standard on all launches.
If there is a cancellation by the shop due to bad weather and we are unable to fit the remaining
dives / safaris within the days left, a refund for the said activity will be offered or alternative
activities ie, Inhambane/Maxixe tour, quad trails, nitrox course etc. Unfortunately, as the space for
a client has been pre-arranged, if a client chooses not to dive on a particular day, they would lose
that specific trips’ activity. Remaining dives are not interchangeable between parties. If sickness is
the reason and the remaining dive cannot be fitted into the time frame, obviously a refund is given
- hangovers excluded!
Dive cards and prescriptive dive masks should always be carried in hand luggage. We would hope
that all clients have dived within 6 months of arrival and have advanced certifications and above. If
open water certified only, no worries, extra courses can be completed at an additional cost.

BOOKING & PAYMENT CONDITIONS:
Please CONFIRM availability before booking FLIGHTS!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check dates and availability.
Email us with the INTO THE WILD package and dates you require.
Let us know if you want to add ADDITIONS TO YOUR INTO THE WILD package.
We will confirm availability and hold your space/s [so you can book flights etc].
FOR A MAXIMUM PERIOD OF 3 WEEKS UNTIL DEPOSIT HAS BEEN RECIEVED
5. Book your flights, days off work etc.
6. Confirm your booking [we require a 20% deposit].
7. Final payment is required 6-weeks before your arrival.
If you need any additional information please contact us.
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Payment methods:
PAYPAL A PayPal Invoice will be sent for the deposit. Full amount to be paid in USD, please note
that you can also make a secure credit card payment to PayPal too!! Our PayPal account is
paypal.me/periperidivers (copy & paste to your web browser) or Info@peri-peridivers.com
BANK TRANSFER Your invoice will state the USD rate for the dives you want to book and at the
bottom will be that days’ exchange rate to Rands (South African). The bank details appear on the
left side and the 20% deposit amount stated at the bottom right of the invoice.
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